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The City
With an officially estimated population of 24 million, Shanghai is China’s largest city. Some
unsubstantiated estimates of its unofficial residents, if believed, would mean the actual population was
closer to 70 million! The scale of the city is not easy to comprehend and despite ultra-high speed
connections such as the Maglev – the magnetic levitation train which travels at 430kph – and a vast
metro system which outdoes most of the rest of the world’s for speed, capacity and comfort, journeys
still can take for ever. There has been a notable improvement in the pollution levels in the past 12
months. The Government’s environmental policies, including cutting back factory working times and
making road vehicles powered by internal combustion engines prohibitively expensive have made a real
difference; regular visitors were amazed this year to see blue skies above the city for the first time.
Noise pollution is, however, another matter. The banging and thumping and screeching of construction
and renovation of building sites and road works is incessant, and is compounded by a cacophony of
shouting and screaming and blaring from advertising and public announcement loudspeakers and
general ear-splitting noise. One feels like bellowing “shut up” to all and sundry, but you know that no
one will understand why on earth you are discomforted.
There is little, if any, respect for personal physical, or aural space, which is invaded by coughing and
spitting and hawking and barging and shoving. One’s Western sensibilities are very quickly sublimated,
and the writer, for one, soon finds himself pushing and shoving along pavements and in queues with
everyone else.

The show
CIFF – China International Furniture Fair - is a brand which covers shows in March and September, in
Shanghai and Guangzhou. The Shanghai event in September is the newer, younger, smaller brother to
the Guangzhou show but it’s still on a vast scale, especially for anyone interested in the full gamut of
furniture-related products, production and components. The needs of the office furniture specialist are
well catered for by almost 300 exhibitors in two vast halls full of workstations, breakout furniture, and
especially task chairs.
The quality of the stands this year was a considerable improvement on past efforts and it was obvious
that thought and investment had gone into presentation and promotion. Sadly, this was not so
obviously matched by very much serious product innovation or design novelty. The Guangzhou event
probably sucks much of the efforts of the industry, and two shows a year may be more than can be
adequately supported.
The same probably holds true for the visitors. Whilst there was a reasonable numbers of attendees, the
show never became really crowded and there was little in the way of real excitement. Some of the
trends picked up from recent exhibitions in China and further afield included many electric sit-stand
tables although, strangely, fewer using the types of advanced electronic control systems seen in past
Chinese shows. Tables with wood legs and breakout furniture abounded. .
Overall, there were fewer stands showing obvious copies of Western products but there were still
plenty of examples of phony replicas upsetting the sensibilities of buyers and observers hoping to see
more Chinese companies designing and developing their own ideas. Chinese culture is still that of being
followers rather than leaders; that will continue until the education system values the humanities as
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much as it does practical subjects such as engineering, sciences and technology. There is a serious moral
blind spot in failing to understand that stealing another’s ideas or creations is as wrong as robbing their
home.

The companies
Some of the largest companies such as Sunon, Victory. Merryfair and Wosen were present at the show
but many others were notable by their absence. Sunon had a modest-sized stand but its attractive
design allowed it to include a lecture theatre with raked seating.

Sunon’s presentation area

New products on
show included
the Nitz range of
seating.

Nitz from Sunon
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The Shanghai-headquartered manufacturer, Maratti, with their factory in Anji, had a large and
impressive stand with most of the European-styled products the creations of their in-house designer,
Kiki Zhang. They employ about 200 and have been in business for about 11 years.

Maratti

UEUE
UE Chairs had two large stands with their office related products away from the domestic sofas and other
soft seating in one of the many residential furniture halls. The high quality of their products set them
apart from many of their competitors and their seating is clearly targeted at Western markets.

Attractive multi-purpose
stools from UE with clever
height adjustable control.
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Taiwanese companies invariable stand out at Chinese office furniture shows for the quality of their design
and presentation. Shiang Ye from Kaohsiung were a good example and their attractive products were
rewarded with a show award.

Award-winning shell chairs from Shiang Ye

Techpanel is an acoustic material manufacturer
using polyester fibre and other materials with acoustic properties dressed with surface coatings and
given anti-bacterial and fire resistance finishes. Located in Shanghai they were one of several exhibitors
who were following recent Western trends in using such materials for a combination of structural,
aesthetic and acoustic purposes.

Techpanel

One of the hundreds of task seating manufacturers
exhibiting, Zhejiang Yueqiang from Anji County, were
showing a new chair which folded down – apparently to
allow it to be stored under a worksurface when not in use.
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Zhongghao Office Furniture from Foshan harked back to 1980’s Europe with their beautifully crafted,
but environmentally suspect use of Rio Rosewood for tables and chairs.

Rosewood from Zhongghao

Another company from
Foshan was the seating
company, BOP. Their
attractively styled swivel
seating bore the signs of
some expensive tooling.
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Omni Group based in Yangzhou were one of the many manufacturers of sit stand tables – mainly electric
– on show. Their products’ styling and functionality had been developed, especially for North American
and European markets, in conjunction with UK designer Tim Wallace.

Omni’s version of the
ubiquitous sit stand table

The Shanghai-based Marseau+ manufacturer had a display of occasional seating which attracted
attention

Another example of breakout seating, this
time from Guo Shen
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And finally …………….

The fair complex is so
vast that these shuttles
running between halls
are a real blessing.

….and we wondered how this sign
would go down at next year’s Orgatec
in Cologne?
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